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The topic

From the misuse of a statistical technique to 
a problem in reproducibility in science; from 
this to an overall crisis of scientific practice 
and ethos, the role of technology, the  impact 
on society. 



The P-test saga 





P values by way of an example 

• Two groups, one with a placebo, one with the 
treatment

• Random allocation to groups (+more!)
• The difference d between the means of the two 

groups is tested (is it different from zero?)
• p=0.05 implies that if there were no effect  the 

probability of observing a value equal to d or 
higher would be 5%



“At first sight, it might be thought that this 
procedure would guarantee that you would make 
a fool of yourself only once in every 20 times 
that you do a test”

Colquhoun D. 2014 An investigation of the false discovery rate and the 
misinterpretation of p-values. R. Soc. Open sci. 1: 140216. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsos.140216



“The classical p-value does exactly what it says. 
But it is a statement about what would happen if 
there were no true effect. That cannot tell you 
about your long-term probability of making a fool 
of yourself, simply because sometimes there really 
is an effect. In order to do the calculation, we need 
to know a few more things”

Colquhoun D. 2014 An investigation of the false discovery rate and the 
misinterpretation of p-values. R. Soc. Open sci. 1: 140216. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsos.140216



A classic exercise in screening 

You test positive for AIDS (one test only). Time for 
despair? 

Only one 1 in 100,000 has AIDS in your population 

The test has a 5% false positive rate 

Already one can say: in a population of say 100,000 
one will have AIDS and 5,000 (5% of 100,000) will 
test positive   

➔ Don’t despair (yet)



Another exercise in screening (Colquhoun 2014)

You test positive for mild cognitive impairment (MCI) (one test only). 
Time to retire? MCI prevalence in the population 1%, i.e. in a sample 
of 10,000 then 100 have MCI  and 9,900 don’t  

The test has a 5% false positive rate; of the 9,900 who don’t have 
MCI 495 test (false) positive and the remaining 9,405 (true) negative     

The test does not pick all the 100 MCI but only 80; there will be 20 
false negative. So we see 80+495=575 positive of which only 80 (a 
14%) are true and the remaining 86% false 

➔ It does not make sense to screen the population for MCI!



The number 86% = 495/(495+80) is our false discovery rate

Colquhoun D. 2014 An investigation of the false discovery rate and the 
misinterpretation of p-values. R. Soc. Open sci. 1: 140216. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsos.140216



The same concept of false discovery rate 
applies to the problem of significance test



We now consider tests instead of individuals 

Colquhoun D. 2014 An investigation of the false discovery rate and the misinterpretation of p-
values. R. Soc. Open sci. 1: 140216. http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsos.140216



➔ We see  125 hypotheses as true 45 of 
which are not; the false discovery rate is 
45/125 = 36%  

Significance p=0.05 ➔ false discovery rate of 
36% 

We now know that p=0.05 did not correspond 
to a chance in twenty of being wrong but in one 
in three 

How many numbers did we need to know to 
reach this conclusion? 



The false 
discovery 
rate is the 
black area 
divided by 
the (green

+black) one 



Confused? 



Is it that statistics is 
difficult, like baseball, 

or knitting? 



“applied statistics is hard. Doing a 
statistical analysis is like playing 
basketball, or knitting a sweater. 
You can get better with practice”

https://andrewgelman.com/2016/03/11/statistics-is-like-basketball-or-
knitting/

Andrew Gelman



Perhaps the real question is why 
do we assume that statistics can 
be taught at all, when we are 
aware that  

“passing information over 
disciplinary barriers implied 
dumbing it down” (E. Millgram)



“20% of the faculty teaching statistics in 
psychology, 39% of the professors and 
lecturers, and 66% of the students” don’t 
understand what the P-test is about 

Gigerenzer, G., 2018, Statistical Rituals: The Replication Delusion and How 
We Got There, Advances in Methods and Practices in Psychological 
Science, 1–21



Crisis in statistics?

Statistics is experiencing a quality control crisis  



Effect or no 
effect?





https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-00647-9

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-00648-8



The great paradox of science is that passionate 
practitioners must carefully 
produce dispassionate facts (J. Ravetz 

Scientific Knowledge and its Social Problems Oxford Univ. Press; 

1971). Meticulous technical and 
normative judgement, as well as morals and 

morale, are necessary to navigate the forking 
paths of the statistical garden 
(Saltelli and Stark, 2018)



All users of statistical techniques, as 
well as those in other mathematical 
fields such as modelling and algorithms, 
need an effective societal commitment to the maintenance of 

quality and integrity in their work. If imposed 

alone, technical or administrative solutions 
will only breed manipulation and evasion 
(Ravetz, 2018)



Throw away 
the concept of 

statistical  
significance?



See the discussion on the blog of Andrew Gelman https://statmodeling.stat.columbia.edu/







Is it appropriate to get hundreds of people to sign a 
letter of support for a scientific editorial?

“I am afraid that what you are doing at this point 
is not science, but campaigning. ” (John 
Ioannidis) 

“YES we are campaigning and it’s long overdue . 
. . because YES this is an issue of politics, 
ethics, and injustice!” (Sander Greenland) 

https://statmodeling.stat.columbia.edu/2019/03/20/retire-statistical-
significance-the-discussion/



P<0.05 does not mean that H0 is false any 
more than it means that Ha is true

“we are calling for a stop to the use of P 
values in the conventional, dichotomous way 
— to decide whether a result refutes or 
supports a scientific hypothesis”

Valentin Amrhein et al., 20 March 2019, Scientists rise up against 
statistical significance, Nature, 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-00857-9



“Unfortunately, the false belief that crossing 
the threshold of statistical significance is 
enough to show that a result is ‘real’ has led 
scientists and journal editors to privilege 
such results, thereby distorting the literature”

Valentin Amrhein et al., 20 March 2019, Scientists rise up against 
statistical significance, Nature, 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-00857-9



“the rigid focus on statistical significance 
encourages researchers to choose data and 
methods that yield statistical significance for 
some desired (or simply publishable) result, 
or that yield statistical non-significance for 
an undesired result”

Valentin Amrhein et al., 20 March 2019, Scientists rise up against 
statistical significance, Nature, 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-00857-9



Ethical P? 
One might be worried that important effects are 
overlooked because the test of significance fails 
(p>0.05) 

Another might be worried of bogus results passed 
on to the academic literature thanks to a low value 
of the p-test (p<0.05).   



Ethical P? 

The contention is normative, not to say political. To 
make an example, some may fear the introduction on 
the marked of ineffectual pharmaceutical products, 
others that important epidemiological effects of a 
pollutant on health may be overlooked. 

The first group would thus have a more restrictive 
value for the test, the second group a less 
restrictive one.  



Ethical P? 

Philosopher Richard Rudner had already written in 
1953 that it is impossible to use a test of 
significance without knowing to what it is being 
applied, i.e. without making a value judgment. 

R. Rudner, “The Scientist Qua Scientist Makes Value Judgments,” Philosophy 
of Science, vol. 20. The University of Chicago Press Philosophy of Science 
Association, pp. 1–6, 1953.
http://www.andreasaltelli.eu/file/repository/00_Rudnerphs53.pdf



Ethical P? 

Interestingly, Rudner used this example to make the 
point that scientists do need to make value 
judgments

R. Rudner, “The Scientist Qua Scientist Makes Value Judgments,” Philosophy 
of Science, vol. 20. The University of Chicago Press Philosophy of Science 
Association, pp. 1–6, 1953.
http://www.andreasaltelli.eu/file/repository/00_Rudnerphs53.pdf



“How sure we need to be before
we accept a hypothesis will depend on 
how serious a mistake would be”



Statistics reacts

The discipline of statistics has been going through a phase of critique and self-
criticism, due to mounting evidence of poor statistical practice of which misuse 
and abuse of the P-test is the most visible sign



+twenty ‘dissenting’commentaries

Wasserstein, R.L. and Lazar, N.A., 2016. ‘The ASA's statement on p-values: context, process, and 
purpose’, The American Statistician, DOI:10.1080/00031305.2016.1154108.

See also Christie Aschwanden at http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/not-even-scientists-can-easily-
explain-p-values/



P-hacking (fishing for favourable p-values) and 
HARKing (formulating the research Hypothesis 
After the Results are Known); 
Desire to achieve a sought for - or simply 
publishable - result leads to fiddling with the data 
points, the modelling assumptions, or the research 
hypotheses themselves 

Leamer, E. E. Tantalus on the Road to Asymptopia. J. Econ. Perspect. 24, 31–46 (2010).

Kerr, N. L. HARKing: Hypothesizing After the Results are Known. Personal. Soc. Psychol. Rev. 2, 196–
217 (1998). 

A. Gelman and E. Loken, “The garden of forking paths: Why multiple comparisons can be a problem, 
even when there is no ‘fishing expedition’ or ‘p-hacking’ and the research hypothesis was posited 
ahead of time,” 2013.



Has statistics become a 
ritual?





For Gigerenzer & Marewski statistics has 
changed the nature all disciplines …

… Creating a persistent surrogate 
science based on worshipping P-values 

Better to have no beliefs than to embrace 
falsehoods... (➔ F. Bacon’s idols)

G. Gigerenzer and J. N. Marewski, “Surrogate Science,” J. Manage., vol. 41, no. 2, pp. 421–
440, Feb. 2015. 





The statistical garden of the forking paths 

http://www.stat.columbia.edu/~gelman/research/unpublished/p_hacking.pdf

Andrew GelmanJorge Luis Borges



Crisis in science?
There have recently been alarms as to the scientific quality arrangement is 
several disciplines. The most visible symptom of this possible dysfunction is 
the so-called reproducibility crisis





On the radar:
October 2013





J. P. A. Ioannidis, Why Most Published Research Findings Are False, PLoS
Medicine,  August 2005, 2(8), 696-701.

John P. A. 
Ioannides

2005



Failed replications, entire subfields going bad, 
fraudulent peer reviews, predatory publishers,  
perverse metrics, statistics on trial …

… misleading science advice, institutions on 
denial, a new breed of science wars

The crisis is methodological, epistemological, 
ethical and metaphysical 



Scholars who saw it coming 
…
and how they were vindicated 



In 1963 Derek J. de Solla 
Price prophesized that 
Science would reach 

saturation (and in the 
worst-case senility) 
under its own weight, 
victim of its own success 
and exponential growth 
(pp 1-32) 

Derek J. de 
Solla Price

de Solla Price, D.J., 1963, Little science big science, Columbia University 
Press.



http://blogs.nature.com/news/2014/05/global-scientific-output-doubles-
every-nine-years.html

∼2.2 million 
articles a year 
(2016) over 

∼30,000 journals

https://www.aje.com/en/arc/scholarly-publishing-trends-2016/



The Great Endarkenment. 
Philosophy for an Age of Hyperspecialization
By Elijah Millgram

Describes a world in which all knowledge and products are the 
result of some form of extremely specialized expertise, and in 
which expertise is itself highly circumscribed, since experts 
depend in turn on other experts whose knowledge claims and 
styles of argumentation cannot be exported from one discipline 
to the next. ➔ “serial hyperspecializers” (p. 26)
Experts thus become “logical aliens” (p. 32) 

Derek de Solla Price ➔ Elijah Millgram



Science from 
‘Gemeinschaft’ to 
‘Gesellschaft’, for 
Jerome R. Ravetz

https://www.theguardian.co
m/science/political-
science/2016/jun/08/how-
should-we-treat-sciences-
growing-pains



Two separate factors are necessary for the achievement of 
worthwhile scientific results: a community of scholars with a 
shared knowledge of the standards of quality appropriate for their 
work and a shared commitment to enforce those standards by the 
informal sanctions the community possesses; and individuals 
whose personal integrity sets standards at least as high as those 
required by their community.

Jerome R. 
Ravetz 

Ravetz, J., 1971, Scientific Knowledge 
and its Social Problems, Oxford 
University Press. 



p.22: […] The problem of quality control in 
science is at the centre of the social problems 
of the industrialized science of the present 
period.”

Jerome R. 
Ravetz 

Ravetz, J., 1971, Scientific Knowledge 
and its Social Problems, Oxford 
University Press. 



“If [science] fails to resolve this problem […] 
then the immediate consequences for morale 
and recruitment will be serious; and those for 
the survival of science itself, grave” 

Jerome R. 
Ravetz 

Ravetz, J., 1971, Scientific Knowledge 
and its Social Problems, Oxford 
University Press. 



Mirowski, P. 2011. Science-Mart: 
Privatizing American Science, 

Harvard University Press.

Philip Mirowski

… neoliberal ideologies lead to decreasing state 
funding of science, which becomes privatized … 
knowledge as a monetized commodity replaces 
knowledge as a public good ➔ collapse of quality 



p. 179. For it is possible for a field to be 
diseased […] reforming a diseased field is a 
task of great delicacy […] not even an apparatus of 

institutional structures can do anything to maintain or restore the health of a 

field in the absence of an essential ethical element 
operating through the interpersonal channel of 
communication.

Jerome R. 
Ravetz 

Ravetz, J., 1971, Scientific Knowledge 
and its Social Problems, Oxford 
University Press. 



Rather than isolated instances 
of corruption now entire fields 
of research are found diseased

June 21, 2017

October 27, 2017



https://replicationindex.wordpress.com/2017/02/02/reconstruction-of-a-train-wreck-
how-priming-research-went-of-the-rails/comment-page-1/

“[…]questions have been raised about the 
robustness of priming results … your field is now 
the poster child for doubts about the integrity of 
psychological research…”



An existential crisis?

Most observers have noted that the crisis has technical as well as ethical 
and behavioural elements which interact with one another – e.g. the 
‘publish or perish’ obsession has an impact on selection bias – the 
tendency to favour positive over negative results



Bad science reproduces 
better than the good sort





Smaldino PE, McElreath R., 2016 The natural selection of bad science. R. Soc. 
open sci. 3: 160384. http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsos.160384 



Bad science is ‘sticky’



“We examined seven high‐profile original 

articles and their rebuttals, finding that 

original articles were cited 17 times more 
than rebuttals, and that annual citation numbers were 

unaffected by rebuttals”



Bad science in 
bad journals?



“…an accumulating body of evidence suggests that 
methodological quality & reliability of published research 
works in several fields may be decreasing with increasing 
journal rank” (20 February, 2018)

Cutting corners effect?



Fang FC, Casadevall A and 
Morrison R (2011) Retracted 
science and the retraction 
index. Infection and 
Immunity 79(10): 3855–3859



April 20, 2017



Unintended effects of reforms



Academic Research in the 21st Century: Maintaining Scientific Integrity in a Climate of 
Perverse Incentives and Hyper-competition, Marc A. Edwards and Siddhartha Roy, 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE, 34(1), 2017

Good intentions going bad



Academic Research in the 21st Century: Maintaining Scientific Integrity in a Climate of Perverse 
Incentives and Hyper-competition, Marc A. Edwards and Siddhartha Roy, ENVIRONMENTAL 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE, 34(1), 2017



Academic Research in the 21st Century: Maintaining Scientific Integrity in a Climate of Perverse 
Incentives and Hyper-competition, Marc A. Edwards and Siddhartha Roy, ENVIRONMENTAL 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE, 34(1), 2017



Academic Research in the 21st Century: Maintaining Scientific Integrity in a Climate of Perverse 
Incentives and Hyper-competition, Marc A. Edwards and Siddhartha Roy, ENVIRONMENTAL 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE, 34(1), 2017



Academic Research in the 21st Century: Maintaining Scientific Integrity in a Climate of Perverse 
Incentives and Hyper-competition, Marc A. Edwards and Siddhartha Roy, ENVIRONMENTAL 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE, 34(1), 2017



Academic Research in the 21st Century: Maintaining Scientific Integrity in a Climate of Perverse 
Incentives and Hyper-competition, Marc A. Edwards and Siddhartha Roy, ENVIRONMENTAL 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE, 34(1), 2017



Gaming the system 



Richard Van Noorden, 2017, Brazilian citation scheme outed. Thomson Reuters suspends 
journals from its rankings for ‘citation stacking’. Nature, 27 August 2013

Use and 
abuse of 
metrics: from 
self-citation 
to citation 
cartels to 
citation 
stacking



Lost ethos?



Steven Shapin 

Is scientists’ civility to each 
other what holds the venture 

together? 

But someone disagrees: J.R. Ravetz, Morals and manners in modern science, 
Nature, 457(5), 662-663.



http://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-hiltzik-jacobson-
lawsuit-20180223-story.html

Renewable sources 
100% of energy in US by 
2050, says Jacobson…

…and sues for $10-
million a dissenter





Not all disciplines 
the same



“odds of reporting a 
positive result ~5 times 
higher among papers in 
the disciplines of 
Psychology and 
Psychiatry and Economics 
and Business than Space 
Science”

April 7, 2010



Physics as a model:  

Following several high-profile errors, the particle physics 
community now invests great effort into intensive 

checking and re-checking of data prior to publication. 

By filtering results through independent working 
groups, physicists are encouraged to criticise.

R. Horton, “Offline: What is medicine’s 5 sigma?,” Lancet, vol. 385, p. 1380, 
2015.



R. Nuzzo, “How scientists fool themselves – and how they can stop,” 
Nature, vol. 526, no. 7572, pp. 182–185, Oct. 2015.

Saul Perlmutter

Saul Perlmutter, an astrophysicist at the 
University of California, Berkeley. 

“Science is an ongoing race 
between our inventing ways 
to fool ourselves, and our 
inventing ways to avoid 
fooling ourselves.



More ethical doubts: 
what is science?

who is a scientist? 



Can science be shoddy, 
entrepreneurial, reckless, or dirty?

Ravetz, J., 1971, Scientific Knowledge and its Social Problems, Oxford University Press.



Mark Edwards, 
Aleksandr Kogan 

Paolo Macchiarini, 
Rick Mishkin

Who is a scientist?



Does history repeat itself?
(Love canal, Flint…)

Lois Gibbs
http://www.andreasaltelli.eu/file/repository/LOVE_CANAL.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flint_water_crisis; http://flintwaterstudy.org/; 
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/21/magazine/flints-water-crisis-and-
the-troublemaker-scientist.html 

Marc Edwards



Yoshiki Sasai 1962 – 2014

http://www.nature.com/news/stem-cell-pioneer-blamed-media-bashing-
in-suicide-note-1.15715

Different cultures, different reactions



Aaron Swartz, 1986 - 2013

https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/news/the-
brilliant-life-and-tragic-death-of-aaron-
swartz-20130215

Different cultures, different reactions



Solutions

The End

@andreasaltelli

Solutions



MBI: Magnitude-based inference: 
persistent bad stats in sports research  

MBI false positive rate two to six time 
higher than in NHST (Null hypothesis significance testing) 

Christie Aschwanden and Mai Nguyen, How Shoddy Statistics Found A Home In Sports 
Research, Fivethirtyeight, May 16, 2018, https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/how-shoddy-
statistics-found-a-home-in-sports-research/ 

K. L. Sainani, The Problem with ‘Magnitude-Based Inference,’ Medicine & Science in Sports & 
Exercise (MSSE), p. 1, Apr. 2018.


